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Abstract: A wireless sensors network (WSNs) contains thousands of sensor nodes which may lead to failures
because of unattended deployments in it. Communication in sensor nodes will not happen due to these failures
which produce in correct data due to its unstable nature of jumping from normal state to fault state results in data
loss and sensor connectivity issues. Therefore it is necessary to take appropriate measures in advance to detect
sustain network failures. To overcome this in our paper we proposed the cluster management setup in which the
events of failures are detected, diagnosed and recovered by using the flow of DAG scheduler and LOG FILES.
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I. Introduction
A wireless sensor network (WSNs) comprises huge numbers of integrated sensor nodes and base station
(BS). A Wireless Sensor Network (WSNs) comprises thousands of sensor nodes that may result in failure due to
unsupervised deployments within. Interaction in sensor nodes would not occur due to each of these faults which lead
to data failure and sensor connection issues in the correct data due to its unstable nature of jumping from normal to
fault state. For this purpose, sufficient measures need to be taken in advanced to identify repeated network
failures.[1].In order to overcome this in our paper, we suggested the cluster management system in which failure
events are detected diagnosed and recovered using the DAG scheduler flow and log files.
Faults are unavoidable in wireless sensor networks owing to extreme environment and unsupervised
deployment. Data communication and multiple network management cause sensor node deficiencies and so it is rare
for sensor nodes to ignite their deficiencies and stop operation. [2] That can result in loss of connectivity and data.
Hence it is appropriate to identify network faults in advance and to take appropriate steps to maintain network
activity. Thus cluster-based data collection systems efficiently identify the faults, diagnose the faults and recover the
faults.
The exact details of the single nodes are not identified till after deployment. Provided such a attributes, nodes were
usually uniformly distributed in areas where access is hard or expensive. Each single node has only a fraction of the
power, however the mix of thousands of nodes produces a great network able to identify, collecting, and monitoring
environmental data. These may proceed to faults in the sensor network. Faults in the sensor network cannot be
reported to wireless networks because of the following reasons [3]. Typical network protocols strive to achieve
reliability point-to-point during which wireless sensor networks are far more worried with reliable detection of
events. Faults happen more frequently in wireless sensor networks than those in typical networks, where it can be
believed that client systems, servers, and routers function common. Hence, identifying failed nodes is important to
ensure network connectivity and prevent network partitioning.
We planned to retain the management of the cluster in either the context of node and path failures. Within
our system, the entire network is linked to the IOT connectivity sensors that monitor the progress of nodes and
routes. IOT connectivity offers the centralized infrastructure and services that allow for cluster-wide
synchronization. [4] This enables process synchronization by tracking a progress on servers that store information in
local log files. A server has the ability to support a large cluster. If any of the nodes or routes service gets down, the
working of this system is then our proposed scheme comes into the picture.
It enables us all to sign up as a service then again in our cluster setup, you can access information. Throughout
this paper we study cellular architectural style and cluster-based to support network operation in case of failure
caused by nodes drained from energy. In less than one-fourth of the time taken by the Gupta algorithm, the failure
detection and recovery technique restores the cluster structure and is also shown to be 70 percent more energy
efficient or the same. The cluster-based failure detection and recovery scheme is proving being an effective and
practical solution for long and sustained operation of robust and extensible sensor network. Through cellular
architecture the network is divided into such a computer cell grid to accomplish local fault detection and retrieval
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with minimal energy consumption. Fault detection and retrieval in a distributed manner enables transmission of the
failure report across cells. This algorithm is also being related to some existing work connected to it and has
demonstrated to be more energy efficient. [2][3]

II. Related Work
To [5], Panda and Khilar recommended an altered self-fault diagnostic clustering algorithm on the threesigma edit test to diagnose the soft faulty sensor nodes and time out processes for recognizing the hard faulty sensor
nodes. The normalized median of absolute neighborhood deviation is measured and adjusted in a 3 sigma test edits
for detecting the status of faults in nodes of sensors. This method will not be ideal for sensor node which is sparsely
deployed. In DFI pseudo code which is proposed in the section notations, the notes and their definitions are used to
create and evaluate.
A standard distributed-fault-detection (DFD) algorithm is proposed in Reference [6]. The DFD algorithm
measures similarities of adjacent node sensed data simultaneously to evaluate the initial node state. The state and
neighboring nodes check one another to decide whether a faulty nodes and the diagnosed results is being distributed
to the nodes of neighbors, (DFD) approach must and should trigger the connecting nodes 3 times of that of nodes in
neighbors evaluating the status of nodes, results in massive amounts of communication of data; (DLF) codes will
absorb amounts of massive energy.
[7] Mei et al author suggested a method for using as an assistance of robots mobiles in the replacement of
sensors for the nodes that failed. They are researching the algorithms to track, monitor failures of sensors and
manage the movement of efficient energy. In [8], a protocol called as replacement for failures have been proposed in
sensor networks of hybrid. To recover the faults and get the improvement in the coverage area of network and its
connectivity the sensor mobiles are being used. The replacement initiates requests and sensors redundant will
identified by the sensors of inadequacy.
In [9] DSC means dynamic-static-clustering protocol was introduced which was obtained from the protocol
of LEACH. Distinction among dynamic-static-clustering and the protocol of LEACH is that (DSC) does not
necessarily determine a CH at each round and does not do clustering. In certain terms, there is only one dynamic
mode in the Leach protocol where the protocol of (DSC) will use mode of static and mode of dynamic. In the mode
of dynamic all protocols are the same but in the static phase, they vary.
Imbalanced clustering with tolerance to faults is found in the PSO-UFC protocol. Such a protocol,
described in [12],verifies the imbalanced clustering frameworks for balancing intra-cluster consumption and energy
usage between major clusters of networks. In several hops, CH nodes all over the BS very quickly lose control. The
PSOUFC protocol acknowledges additional CH called SCH for network CH nodes. As a result such a protocol
always repairs and maintains the optimum level of network connectivity.
The device laid down in [13]was called ECraft. This system has increased fault tolerance capabilities across
nodes and touch level. At the same time, ECraft used all 3 methods of self identification, group retrieval, and
hierarchical retrieval to detect faults. In the Fault Recovery phase this framework has only implemented Deny of
value for NCH nodes. In addition, using the policies of Hierarchical Election, Self-Election and Team Election, the
selection of a current cluster leader during the Recovery period was applied in a coordinated and synchronized way.
Finally, pre-copy and remote execution methods were used in the recovery phase of Service Distribution.
Objectives identified and proposed in our paper are.
• The rest of the paper contains section III is the proposed scheme, we designed an efficient novel Cluster set
of network model for identifying the faults in sensor nodes.
• Section IV is all about the scheduling of F-DDR with a DAG scheduler and LOG FILES with a working
and has found the probability of it.
• Section IV is the conclusion.

III. Proposed Scheme
3.1 Proposed Network Model For Fault Identification
Suggested Architecture operates on the Client –Server architecture where clients are our cluster management
setup system nodes and servers are sensor nodes that aggregate the data from CHs to base station. The figure below
shows the relation between the sensor node servers and their cluster setup clients. The cluster setup and the sensor
nodes are connected to a coordinator (CHs) which gives our client cluster the status of all sensor data. The proposed
Framework comprises components
www.jst.org.in
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1.

2.
3.
4.

Client node is used for accessing information from the server sensor nodes in our distributed system of cluster.
Messages are being sent to the server sensor nodes (cluster head (CHs) and letting the server know that client is
a-live and if response is not from the connected servers of (CHS) again the clients send backs a message to
connect automatically to other servers of (CHs).
The server sensor nodes (CHs) send the client an acknowledgment to notify that the server sensor node is
alive, and provide all cluster client services to access all sensing data.
Leader here acts as CH. If either of the server nodes fail this server node will automatically recover.
Coordinator is a node in server coordinates the instructions which are given by the leader represented as L
(CH).

3.2 Working of Proposed Architecture
The very first thing that happens if a collection of sensor servers starts is the clients going to wait to connect to the
servers. Here server acts as sensors and clients act as the setup for our cluster management. Then our cluster
configuration group’s clients must connect to one of the sensor nodes that act as a leader node. Here CH serves as
the so-called coordinator leader node. Once the configuration of our client cluster is connected to the CH leader
node, the node will then assign the client a session ID and send that client an acknowledgement. If a client gets zero
acknowledgment from either the node, it will send back the request to the next node on the other CH server and try
to communicate.
Our architecture selects someone else as leadership role (CHs), while others act as coordinators. Eventually, to
detect the faults that happen, the client can perform functions such as reading, writing, and store the data track and
status as per. Proposed system benefits are robust as it continues to perform even if more than one node fails, it
operates with a ratio of 10:1 in cases where' faults' are more likely to occur, efficiency can be improved by more
computer deployment. The proposed architecture provides us with a graphical representation of the detection of
faults, the diagnosis of faults and the recovery of faults which is done using a DAG scheduler.
➢ Fault detection:capable of detecting any node which allows the cluster for storing the information which is to
date of each node and detecting unwanted nodes that lead to security breaches. This can be achieved with a
DAG scheduler and data stored in log files.
➢ Fault diagnosis: it handles cluster in a way of each node's status is preserved in time of real, fewer leaving
chances of error and uncertainty. Fault diagnosis is performed with a unique identification which attaches to
each sensor node.
➢ Fault recovery: Failure Recovery locks log files into our cluster setup. While any changes occur in the data
of the sensor, we can track each and every modification of the node from which any faults will occur then we
can recover those faults.
Figure 1 Proposed Cluster Setup For Fault Daigonis In WSNs
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3.3 Algorithm For Connectivity Of Cluster Setup And Sensor Nodes
1. Start
2. Initialization let say P= server’s acts as sensors; Q=clients act as our cluster management setup;
coordinator=CH
3. Establish connectivity with P and Q
4. Case1:Positive acknowledgment
5. IF(Q
P(1CHs))
6.
NODE ASSIGNS A SESSION ID
7.
ACK→Q
8. ELSE
9. Case2:Negative acknowledgment
10. Re-establish connectivity again with P and Q
11. (Q
send message to another node in P(2CHs))
12.
ACK→Q
13. connection is establishes
14. sends heartbeat signals at regular intervals
15. our required operations can be performed
16. stop
3.4 Flow Of Connectivity Of Cluster Setup And Sensor Nodes
In the below flow, initially a connection is needed to establish between client and sever nodes. For this purpose the
client node which is represented as Q sends a message to the elected cluster head (CH) of server nodes say as P.P
and Q establishes the connection, for every interval a heart beat signal is releases which is an indicator that
connection is established. If the connection is not established then again it sends a message to other CH and tries to
establish the connection until Q receives a positive acknowledgment from P.
Figure 2: P and Q Connectivity Flow Chart
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3.5 Algorithm For Finding Faults Using Our Cluster Management Set Up
1. start
2. sensor nodes say S; route nodes say R; DAG scheduler say DAG; aggregate data=AD; base station BS; P=
server’s acts as sensors; Q=clients act as our cluster management setup
3. establish connectivity between P&&Q
4. Elect leader to cluster head(CH) say as L(CH)
5. L(CH)
DAG
6. Fault detection phase
7. If(AD==0 )to BS
8. Discover faults; perform step 13
9. Else
10. Correct data is transferred
11. End if
12. Fault diagnosis phase
13. If(S && R==crash||omission||incorrect data)
14. Go to DAG
15. Diagnosis the faults
16. If(S==faults)|| (R==faults)
17. Fault recovery phase
18. Track path of S and R in log files
19. Recover the faults
20. Stop
3.6 Flows For Finding Faults Using Our Cluster Management Set Up
Initially the link between server side sensor nodes and client side cluster setup is being built. Then a leader
is chosen to say cluster head of sensor nodes as L (CH) which is connected to the DAG scheduler where the faults
are found. DAG scheduler is scheduled in 3 phases such as phase of identification of faults, phase of fault diagnosis
and phase of recovery of faults referred to as F-DDR. Faults are identified as if the aggregated data from cluster
heads to BS is zero in the fault detection phase, and then there are faults that need to be identified and diagnosed. So
the next step is fault diagnosis where faults for sensor nodes will occur or route path nodes will be diagnosed with
DAG scheduler support. Recovery of faults in this process is achieved by log files. Thus DAG scheduler plays a
major role in identifying all the faults that make our system faults free.
Figure 3: Flow Chart For Finding F-Ddr Using Dag And Log Files
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IV.
Working of Dag Scheduler For F-DDR
DAG helps us achieve the fault tolerance by monitoring the faults in our cluster setup. The WSNs node
faults generally occur due to failure to send adequate data to the base station due to misbehaving security breaches;
failure of modules such as communication and sensing module etc. You can track all of these faults using a DAG
scheduler. It is a set of vertices and edges where vertices represent nodes and edges of CHs represent the
connectivity to specific sensor nodes that our proposed scheme applies to operations on.
In DAG scheduler, each edge guides in the sequence from earlier to later; when any data connection is
completed, CREATED DAG submits the graph to the DAG scheduler, which divides the graph into stages of the
task from CHs to base station. The benefits of DAG connectivity are nodes that can recover using the Directed
Acyclic Graph, we have multiple graph representation rates that will make it easy and scalable for us to map faults,
allow us to achieve fault tolerance, recover our data on losses and achieve global optimization.
Let's take nodes say n1, n2, n3.When a node collapses in either the center of a process, say n3 based on n2
operation that in effect is n1. A cluster operator figures out that node becomes killed and selects another node to
continue operation such node must run on the specific operation position sequence it has to perform (n1->n2->n3).
There will now be no loss of data.
4.1 Probability of F-DDR Based on Dag Schedular
Relationship between DAGs and probability distributions is done with a few examples how exactly it happens.
DAGs encodes assumptions about the dependencies between sensor nodes. DAGs will tell us which nodes are
independent from each other? Which nodes are conditionally independent from each other? I.e. the ways that we can
factor and simplify the joint distribution
Example 1

A DAG involving nodes A, B, C and D encodes assumptions about the joint distribution P (A, B, C, and D)
This DAG implies
𝑃(𝐶|𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐷) = 𝑃(𝐶) − − − − − −> (1)
I.e. C is independent of all variables
𝑃(𝐵|𝐴, 𝐶, 𝐷) = 𝑃(𝐵|𝐴) − −−→ (2)
I.e. B ||D, C|A
𝑃(𝐵|𝐷) ≠ 𝑃(𝐵) − − − −−→ (3)
B and D are marginally dependent
𝑃(𝐷|𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶) = 𝑃(𝐷|𝐴) − − − −(4)
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Example 2

This DAG implies

𝑃(𝐴|𝐵, 𝐶, 𝐷) = 𝑃(𝐴|𝐷) − − − − − −> (5)𝐴||𝐵, 𝐶|𝐷
𝑃(𝐷|𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶) = 𝑃(𝐷|𝐴, 𝐵) − −−→ (6)𝐷||𝐶|𝐵

EXAMPLE 3

This DAG implies
𝑃(𝐴|𝐵, 𝐶, 𝐷) = 𝑃(𝐴|𝐶, 𝐷) − − − − − −> (7)𝐴||𝐵, 𝐶|𝐷
𝑃(𝐷|𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶) = 𝑃(𝐷|𝐴, 𝐵) − −−→ (8)𝐷||𝐶|𝐴, 𝐵

Relationship Between Dags and Probability Distributions
Decomposition Of Joint Distribution
We decompose the joint distribution by sequential conditioning only on sets of parents.
Start with nodes with no parents. Proceed down the descendent line, always conditioning on parents.
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Decomposition example 1

𝑃(𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶, 𝐷) = 𝑃(𝐶)𝑃(𝐷)𝑃(𝐴|𝐷)𝑃(𝐵|𝐴) − − − −(9)
Decomposition example 2

𝑃(𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶, 𝐷) = 𝑃(𝐷)𝑃(𝐴|𝐷)𝑃(𝐵|𝐷)𝑃(𝐶|𝐵) − − − −(10)

Decomposition example 3

𝑃(𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶, 𝐷) = 𝑃(𝐷)𝑃(𝐴|𝐷)𝑃(𝐵|𝐷)𝑃(𝐶|𝐴, 𝐵) − − − −(11)
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Compatibility Between Dags And Distributions
This DAG Admits Its Factorization

𝑃(𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶, 𝐷) = 𝑃(𝐷)𝑃(𝐴|𝐷)𝑃(𝐵|𝐷)𝑃(𝐶|𝐴, 𝐵) − − − −(12)
This probability function and this DAG are compatible

Compatibility Between Dags And Distributions
DAGs that are compatible with a particular probability function are not necessarily unique.
Simple example

These both convey that A and B are dependent
i.e...𝑃(𝐴, 𝐵) ≠ 𝑃(𝐴)𝑃(𝐵) − − − (13)
www.jst.org.in
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V.

Conclusion

In our paper a cluster management setup is proposed to achieve F-DDR which finds the faults in the
sensors of WSNs by using directed acyclic graph (DAG). Therefore, it becomes necessary for nodes in sensors to
detect and diagnosis the readings of faults with our proposed set up to recover the faults. Hence in our cluster setup
we can achieve the F-DDR by means of DAG scheduler for detection and diagnosis of faults and for recovery of
phases by means of LOG FILES. Our scheme gives an efficient, scalable, fault tolerant solution.
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